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 Images-a projection of the 3D scene on a 2D 
plane. 

 Occlusion – the concept that two objects that 
are spatially separated in the 3D world 
interfere with each other in the projected 2D 
image plane.



 Occlusions carry information about relative 
depth ordering which is important for:
◦ Multi-object tracking

◦ Activity modelling

◦ In human cognition, occlusion is crucial in forming 
concepts such as object persistence, containment 
and support, amongst infants. (Baillargeon et al. 
2002)

 So, in spatial reasoning literature, there have 
been formal analyses to study occlusions. E.g. 
LOS-14, ROC-20, OCC-8 etc.



 LOS-14 
[2]

 OCC-8     [3]

 ROC-20   [4]



 Ignore crucial criteria such as:
◦ Whether visible parts are connected or not

◦ Whether occluder is moving or static

 Some aspects of spatial reasoning (like 
precise tangency situations) are less relevant 
in vision, since they can’t be easily detected.

 All these formalizations are based on 
relational algebra. 
So, OCS-14 considers state algebra based 
formalization of occlusion states.



• State algebra- maintains 
just the states of each 
object

• Compact representation

• Considers 3 characteristics-
o nature of occluder
o visibility
o isolation/grouping

• It can be shown that these 
states are representationally 
complete.

[1]-Guha, Mukerjee, Venkatesh:2011



 Only a limited number of transitions out of 
14 x 13 are possible in real world situations.

 There is a need to formalize a transition 
graph amongst these states.

 This will make OCS-14 formalization more 
robust and applicable to real world motion 
analysis problems.



 For example

 Here the person(object) moves from state oc1 to 
ocS0 through transitions oc1ocSP and 
ocSPocS0.

 Direct transition from oc1ocS0 is not possible 
in  real world scenes.

[1]



Object State 1 State 2

1 ocDGP oc1

2 ocG1 oc1

3 ocSP oc1



[Mukerjee, A., & Joe, G.: 1990]

[LOS-14]







Questions?

Suggestions!
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